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1. Introduction. This announcement concerns the topological
aspects of the generation theory of equicontinuous semigroups and
groups of operators on a complete complex locally convex space
(les) 36, and uses the recalibration theorem from [ó] to relate these to
the more geometrical aspects treated in [8] (with which the reader
is assumed to be familiar). Perturbation techniques from [7], along
with other devices, are used to develop applications to the theory of
abstract heat equations and to the theory of distribution semigroups.
Details will appear in [9].
2. Quasi-equicontinuous semigroups. The semigroups considered
here generalize the contraction holomorphic semigroups CH(<£, T)
on a complete complex les 36 discussed in [8], where for, 0^<$:§7r/2,
S*={zGC:\argz\
^ $ } and A*= {sGC:7r/2+<ï>^arg 2 ^ 3 T T / 2 - < Ï > } .
D E F I N I T I O N 1. Let co^O. Then a family {7V.SGS*} C£(X) of
continuous linear transformations is a quasi-equicontinuous holomorphic semigroup of type w, or is in EH ($ ; co) iff
(a) it satisfies the usual algebraic, continuity and holomorphy
conditions as in Definition (la) of [8], and
(b) the family {e~(azTz\zÇiS$\
is equicontinuous in «£(96).
EXAMPLES. (1) If { Tt*t£: [O, <*>)} is a classical C0 semigroup on a
J3-space [3], and û)>w 0 = lim{ ( r 1 log ||r«||) :/-*<» }, then | | l \ | | £Meut
for suitable M and the semigroup is in EH (0 ; œ) since operator-normbounded sets are equicontinuous. Similarly, every semigroup in
Hille's class H(—ty, SF) on a 5-space [3] is in EH(<£>; a>(<£)) for every
$ < ^ and suitable «(<£).
(2) Every CH($, T) semigroup from [s] is in E H ( $ ; 0).
(3) Every equicontinuous C0 semigroup as in Yosida [lO] is in
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